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Here we are, living in the 21st Century, in the
greatest country in the world with all the blessings of
our creator. We have the opportunity to be and do pretty
much as we please.
In this issue we will see what some of our members have been up to in the past few months since we
last got together on these pages.
We have the beginning of Rich Courmettes and
Ellen Harcourt’s “Big Train” adventure this past May.
You’ll also be able to catch up on the progress of Urs and
Stefanie Nyffeler’s “Ava,” their 1963 Avanti as it approaches completion. As usual Frank O’Donnell will let
us in on his lifetime passion with automobiles.
Looking in the rear view mirror we’ll relive our
KOTR events of the past two months and looking out
over the hood as it were to some of our activities down
the road apiece.
Speaking of down the road a piece, I have put into

AACA National a request for KOTR/TVR to host a regional tour based out of The Villages area. We have so
many wonderful venues in our area for the antique cars,
as you are all well aware. It’s only fitting that we should
want to share these with our fellow members around the
country. This will not happen for some time. We will
need all that time to get organized and make specific
plans to be the best hosts and hostesses we can be. What
we do here in central Florida is so special. It’s high time
that we share some of this fun with others around the
country. So please put on your “thinking caps” and let’s
get our heads together and make this an event to cherish.
Remember the days of planning a family vacation with
mom and dad, all the things you want to include. The
planning was half the fun!
We have some of the best folks here that we will
make this a fantastic event. Ain’t it great?

KOTR is not a club to waste a good opportunity for a party.
Such was the case at the beginning of May. A very popular event
in this part of Florida, or any where else for that matter, is
“Cinco de Mayo,” a celebration of Mexican-American culture.
While checking out venues for KOTR to celebrate, it was
discovered just how popular this date is. It was virtually impossible to get reservations on May 5th. But as the old adage goes,
“there’s more than one way to skin a cat.” We decided to settle
on Friday the 3rd. After all it’s about the food isn’t it? Tastes just
as good on the third as it would on the fifth. In addition you
don’t have the crowds and Mariachi bands to contend with. Old
Rich Courmettes, Ellen Harcourt, Bob and Carolyn Briggs dig into the
age doesn’t cope well with all the folderol associated with the
great Mexican fare. This is how to have some fun with good friends.
holiday.
Sixteen members traveled to “Brisas del
Mar” in nearby Lady Lake for dinner on Friday
the third of May. Everyone had a great time in
this Mexican bistro, the beer was ice cold, the
service was great and the food plentiful and delicious. That’s the way we like it!
Add to that the warm and welcoming ambiance of the interior and good times with great
friends.
To top it all off what would a KOTR event
Roberto shows how you deliver
be without ice cream. Here it was the signature
Pat Rentz with her Mexican
Mexican fried ice cream shown on the right.

four hot meals all at once.

fried ice cream

Frank O’Donnell is a member of KOTR AACA and
writes for the Oldsmobile Club of America’s
“Journey With Olds” newsletter. This article first
appeared in the May 2019 issue and is used with
permission of the author.

I am very fortunate to live in a large, 55+ community
where there are continuous opportunities to participate in
the old car hobby. By my count, there are 39 different car
clubs in The Villages (FL), ranging from Model A Fords to
BMW Zs. It’s not unusual to have car shows here on days
during the week because there are more car club events
than there are Fridays and Saturdays on the calendar.
It was at one of these shows that I met Gerry Dornfeld
and his wife Marilyn. Gerry owns the beautiful, frame-off
restored, red and white 1956 Oldsmobile Starfire convertible you see pictured here.
In 2002, after being retired for a year, Gerry decided
it was time for him to buy an old car again. He had always
wanted a 1950s convertible and found the perfect 1956
Oldsmobile Starfire on eBay—four miles from his condo in
Boca Raton. He clicked on the pictures and was able to talk
to the owner, see, and drive the car before he bid on it. The
Olds ran a little rough and the transmission shifted hard
going into third gear, but he loved the car and placed the
winning bid to make the car his. Gerry soon got the car running smoothly and it’s been his “baby” now for 17 years. He
drives the car frequently as it is perfect for enjoying the
Florida sunshine.
Gerry enjoys owning old cars because, “There’s always something to fix and to challenge my mechanical
abilities.” As a teenager, he credits two popular magazines
of the day, Mechanics Illustrated and Popular Science for
providing him the basic mechanical information that
taught him how cars actually worked.
Gerry grew up in Lynn, Massachusetts and was the
very first person in his family to own a car; a 1949 Pontiac
Fastback with a straight-eight, which he purchased in 1957
for $175. As he learned more about engines, he decided he
had to have a Ford flathead engine-powered car. He quickly
replaced the Pontiac with a 1950 Mercury coupe, with the
classic body style still popular today with customizers.
Upon graduating high school in 1956, Gerry went on

to earn a BA degree in Aeronautical Engineering from Boston University. He entered the Air Force in 1960 and served
as a navigator on KC-97G refueling tankers. That was the
plane that refueled B-47s and later B-52s while in flight. He
jokes that he spent his military career “passing gas.”
Later, he was employed by GE as an aerospace engineer and was responsible for the external configuration of
the J85 turbojet engine. He sharpened his wrenching abilities with the continual addition of prototype parts that
needed to be added to their full-size engine mockup.
In getting to know Gerry it turns out we have a lot in
common, even though he is a generation ahead of me. He
loves Oldsmobiles, “Because they’re engineered better.”
We both have owned Oldsmobile convertibles. He’s not
afraid to drive his car long distances to attend a show or
event. He isn’t afraid to take on an automotive repair he
hasn’t done before, and enjoys doing full restorations. We
each had our mothers co-sign for our first car, had our restored cars featured in a movie and both took classic
Oldsmobiles to our high school class reunions. In addition,
he likes to write.
He is the author of a number of self-published books
about automobiles. (In case you don’t know: books about
automobiles seldom make money, even when they are distributed nationally.) He wrote and published these books
so he could record his own story and share his knowledge
of cars. Gerry gave me copies of two of his books, which are
full of useful, historical information. He chronicles all the
technological, styling and mechanical advances that took
place during the 1950s; a very important decade of evolution for automobile manufacturing. I learned a number of
significant things that someone born in 1953 just wouldn’t
know.

Here’s a list:
•

Starting in 1949, American car styling took a leap forward, along with engine and transmission design.
The first really new post WWII car designs hit the

lubrication system which greased the chassis at a
push of a button. The system was called “MultiLuber.” When activated, an electric motor pressurized the system which lubricated the chassis, suspension and the steering systems.

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Gerry is also one very lucky fellow. When he purchased the Olds, the convertible top did not close properly.
So, he dropped the car off at a highly recommended body
shop to have the top replaced. A week later he received a
phone call saying that there had been a fire inside the shop.
Luckily, his car only suffered soot and smoke damage.
showrooms, with Oldsmobile and Cadillac stunning
Gerry was without his Oldsmobile for a year, but the shop
the market by introducing a modern overhead valve
owner made the car right. The convertible had previously
V-8 engine, with 303 cubic inches of displacement.
Another game changer was the introduction of the al- been restored with red vinyl upholstery but the shop owner
replaced it with red leather upholstery; the way the factory
ternator. The advantage being the alternator could
charge the battery when the engine was at idle speed had originally built the car. The insurance company covered
whereas the generator did not.
installation of all new carpeting, door panels, padded dash
Six-volt batteries were replaced by 12-volt battery
and trunk carpet. What could have easily been a total loss
electrical systems.
became an even nicer classic for Gerry to own and enjoy.
Four-barrel carburetors began replacing two-barrel
Gerry has correctly observed that, “The older the car,
models for extra high-end power, while automatic
the less likely future generations will identify with it.” And
chokes began to replace manual ones.
King pin front suspensions were replaced by the mod- he’s right. However, most all of us still identify with the
dern ball joint arrangement.
beauty that is the 1956 Oldsmobile Starfire.
Automatic transmissions became standard on most
automobiles. (Chrysler added push button selectors
on the dash and later Edsel, located selectors in the
center hub of the steering wheel!)
Air conditioning was added to the option lists.
Retractable hardtops were offered that folded away
into the trunk and disappeared.
Speaking of folding, during this time Nash introduced front seats that folded down turning the passenger compartment into a sleeping area. Gerry
writes, “Many a father refused to allow his daughter
to date a boy driving a Nash with folding seats.”
Speaking of safety, during the fifties, “safety” belts
and the padded dash made their first appearance.
The most astonishing feature Gerry writes about was
an option on the 1955 Lincoln. It offered a powered

1956 Oldsmobile Starfire Convertible
Engine: 324 C.I. Overhead valve V-8
Horsepower: 240
Carburetor: 4-Barrel Rochester
Transmission: 4-speed automatic
Weight: 4325 lbs.
Production: 8531 units
Power options: windows, brakes, steering, antenna, top and seat

One of the most important
activities our little club can do is
share our love for the wonderful
cars that we care for with those
people that are not as fortunate as
we are. That includes those that
have been placed in assisted living for one reason or another. It
helps to bring a little bit of sunshine into their lives when they
can use it the most.
The residents this year had
the opportunity to vote on their
favorite car as the staff showed
them around the cars as they
reminisced of days long gone by.
Facility coordinator Tammy Shelnut embraces resident
Nancy Cotese in front of Goedon Platt’s Olds 442.

Gordon Platt receives his
resident’s choice award from
Mary Czulewicz and Debbie Emerson

One thing about our club members is that we all
enjoy old cars. We all have that one trait in common.
But did you ever stop to think that many of us have
other fascinating skills, talents and interests beyond
antique autos? Take, for instance, Rich Courmettes and
Ellen Harcourt. They run The Villages Gourmet Club,
and they consider themselves wine aficionados as well.
Ellen loves to cook, sew and finds helping local
charities very rewarding. She loves to cruise too.
They’ve done 5 trans-Atlantic crossings. Rich is an avid
woodworker, world traveler, photo buff (career at
Eastman Kodak) and of course you already know
AACA has awarded him “Master Webmaster” for 5
years running.
But ever since Rich was a young boy with a 1949
Lionel train set, he’s also had an interest in trains. Both
Ellen and Rich have been all over Europe on historic
and modern trains, like the TGV. Rich used to take the
train to Florida in the 50’s to visit his grandparents in
Coconut Grove, Miami. He remembers the trains his
parents would book for the 3-day (1,500 mile) train

ride. Either, the Silver Star (9:30a NYC departure),
Silver Comet (12:45p NYC departure), Orange
Blossom Special (1:35p NYC departure), Silver
Meteor (2:55p NYC departure) or the Palmland
(9:00p NYC departure), all run mostly by the Seaboard
Airline Railroad. Now there’s an odd name for a
railroad! There was also the Vacationer (1:00p NYC
departure), the Florida Special (3:35p NYC
departure) or the purple East Coast Champion
(5:30p NYC departure) of rival company, Atlantic
Coast Line Railroad. Rich could rattle-off the names of
all 38 stops the train made. So before airline travel got
popular, there were sixteen (8 north-bound and 8
south-bound) train departures each day between New
York and Miami in the 30s through 60s. Rich got to
ride many historic trains like the 20th Century
Limited, Broadway Limited, Empire Builder,
California Zephyr, El Capitan, Super Chief and
more, before Amtrak took over in 1971 and made a
mess of things.

So it’s no wonder that Rich and Ellen belong to
the National Railway Historic Society (NRHS). It’s a
nation-wide – no, world-wide - organization of train
enthusiasts, much like AACA. Each year they have an
annual convention somewhere in the US, which usually
includes historic train rides, many behind or involved
with steam engines. This year, in May 2019, it was held
in Salt Lake City, Utah. Rich had enough frequent flyer
miles to get them from Orlando to Salt Lake City by
first class jet. “Champagne at 35,000 feet is the only
way to go.” Forget about Amtrak between Orlando and
Salt Lake City, the ride takes 83.5 hours, if the trains
are on time and a roomette costs $2,648 for the oneway trip. The convention of 500 members coincided

Actual photo, May 10, 1869
Re-enactment photo. May 10, 2019

with the Sesquicentennial of the Driving of the
Golden Spike at Promontory Summit, Utah, the
joining of the first trans-continental railroad in the US.
The date was May 10, 1869 when the ceremonial
Golden Spike was driven and the Morse telegraph
message of just one word was transmitted back to
Chicago: “DONE”. There was a crowd of about 1,000
people there to celebrate then. Mostly Irish immigrants
and Civil War veterans looking for work, starting at
Omaha, Nebraska and mostly Chinese immigrants and
some failed gold prospectors, starting at Alameda,
California, laid track toward each other and met in
Utah after 6 years of digging with pick axe and blasting
rock for 11 tunnels with just black powder. Just
surveying the best route was a feat in itself.

Rich and Ellen were there at the Spike-150
ceremonies at Promontory Summit, Utah with dignitaries
that included Gary Herbert (Utah Governor), Mike Lee and
Mitt Romney (both Utah Senators), Rob Bishop (Utah
Congressman), David Bernhardt (US Secretary of the
Interior) and Elaine Chao (US Secretary of Transportation).
This time the crowd was estimated at 10,000 people and
the parking reserved for 100+ busses got so jammed, it took
dozens of police to untangle the snarl. They had reserved
seats for the 2-hour re- enactment that included steam
engine replica of the 1868, (wide funnel), “Jupiter” and the
steam engine replica of the 1868 (straight stack) UP #119.
Both were built in 1975 by O’Connor Engineering to
exacting detail. Well Rich and Ellen’s interest in replica
steam engines goes about as deep as their love of “kit-cars”
in our own hobby. “Nice but not quite the real thing!” They
thoroughly enjoyed the ceremonies on a clear cool day, at
Promontory Summit, which is about 70 miles northwest of
Salt Lake City.

But what they really came for was big old steam engines. We mean really, really big! Like Rich’s car, that big
black Chrysler 9 passenger sedan of his. It even drips oil
and has a foul exhaust smell, like steam engines do; they’re
both far from modern and yet far from ancient too. Just
the right era for them both: the 1940s.
First, a little background on the Union Pacific Railroad. It’s the second largest railroad in the US today. It
started in 1862, during the war. No, not that one, the Civil
War. Today it has 32,000 miles of track, from roughly
Chicago and New Orleans, to all the states on the west
coast (23 in all). It operates - get this - 8,500 locomotives!
Rich likes the “trade dress” of yellow and red on their
equipment because they are Kodak’s trade colors too. One
thing that sets UP apart from all other US railroads is their
commitment to their heritage. Like Kodak, it is steeped in
tradition and UP continues to preserve their past and celebrate what made them great. Lance Fritz, the current UP
president, is another supporter of “preserving and saving
our history as long as we can retain the knowhow”. He was
at Spike-150 too. Today, UP has 5 steam and 4 diesel
powered historic locomotives it maintains.
So, back in 2013, knowing the Sesquicentennial
Celebration of the Trans-continental Railroad was

Union Pacific “Big Boy” #4014

coming up in a few years, UP wanted to help celebrate the
event that it’s own company helped create. For that, they
re-acquired the UP locomotive #4014 (it had been donated in 1961) from it’s static display in Pomona, California, towed it all the way back to their steam shops, (yes,
they still have steam shops) in Cheyenne, Wyoming and
spent the next 5 years meticulously restoring the “old boy”.
There are no “NOS” parts on eBay for such beasts; you
have to make the parts yourself, and the original drawings
are long gone too. The deadline was not a “moveable feast”
either. It HAD to be finished by the April, 2019 test trials.
Back in the very early 40s, UP had ALCO (American Locomotive Company of Schenectady, NY) build 25 huge engines to haul freight between Ogden, Utah and Green
Mountain, Wyoming (over the Wasatch mountain range).
They needed a bigger engine that did not need a “helper”
to get over the 1.1% grade. Doesn’t sound like much, but
steam engines do fine on the “flat” but don’t ask them to go
up a “slight incline”. The 25 engines were built between
1941 and 1944. Remember what was going on then? Yup,
the war. Yes, WW-II, this time. So, does the word “big” fit
the bill here? The 25 steam engines were “4-8-8-4” wheel
arrangements (see below).

That means four wheels (36 inch dia.) on the
leading truck, eight drive wheels (68 inch dia.), another
set of eight drive wheels (68 inch dia.), then four more
wheels (42 inch dia.) on the trailing truck. But to get
around curves, the engine had to be “articulated”,
meaning the wheels could go around the curves but the
long boiler swept out over the right of way. Think of
driving a convertible with a 40 foot long pole attached,
lengthwise, to the car. Now go around a turn and see
who you knock over with that long pole! The heavy
tender had 14 wheels all by itself, so that’s 38 wheels
total on the two thin rails! So how big was this engine?
The locomotive itself was over 85 feet long, coupled to
the tender (carrying coal and water for the steam boiler)
it was almost 133 feet long. That’s about 10 car lengths
of today’s average car. The locomotive weighs 381 tons
(762,000 lbs.) and the tender weighs another 171 tons
(342,000 lbs.), together they come in at one and a
quarter million pounds. Originally burning cheap coal,
#4014 now is converted to burn No. 5 Fuel Oil. It’s four
huge cylinders push the heavy connecting rods with the

300-psi steam pressure that the boiler makes. Its power
output is about 6,300 horsepower! Stick that in the rear
of your Corvair! And it can cruise at 80 mph too. So,
aptly, it got its name, “Big Boy” and it’s arguably the
largest locomotive ever built, depending on what
characteristics you measure. Of the original 25, there are
only 7 other Big Boys left on display today. The rest
don’t run. Want to take on the job of restoring one?
As if bringing one heritage steam locomotive to the
Spike-150 festivities wasn’t enough, UP also made
plans to bring another beautiful engine to the “meet”.
This one you might get away with calling her “Big Girl”,
although her official nickname is the “Living Legend”,
and we’ll explain why, in a minute. UP’s #844 was also
built by ALCO in New York State and was finished on
Christmas Eve, 1944. In a way, she’s the little younger
sister (by 3 years) to #4014. #844 is a “4-8-4” wheel
arrangement (see below), so you can figure it’s like half a
“Big Boy” with only one set of 8 driving wheels.
(Common reference for 4-8-4 is a “Northern”).

Union Pacific “Living Legend” #844

Her eight drivers however are 80-inch dia. (18%
larger). And she weighs in at under a million pounds
with her tender. She too was converted to Fuel Oil
burning a few years back. Her 2 cylinders put out 4,500
horsepower. So “she’s” a sleek version of #4014, and
can easily out-run “him” with a top speed of 120 mph!
Those big drive wheels turn at 500+ rpm, at full speed.
Just think of all that heavy mechanism revolving and
changing direction, like the piston heads, rods and
crank shaft inside your own car.
What’s so interesting about her and why she’s a
“Legend”, is that she’s never been retired. She has
remained in service and maintained in excellent
running condition from 1944, ‘til today. Just like Rich
himself! No kidding there, Rich and #844 are the same
age. She hauled passenger trains like the Overland
Limited, Los Angeles Limited, Portland Rose and
the Challenger in her early years. The term “Limited”
meant limited stops, like “Express” today, only that
term, in those days, referred to packages (Railway
Express Agency!), so “Limited” was a lot more classy.
You’ll notice the “elephant ears” on the sides of the
engine to help divert the smoke up and away from the
passenger cars following. After 1957, when diesels came

of age, #844 saw freight service in Nebraska. Around
1960 she was restored and has served as the Union
Pacific publicity locomotive ever since. She often pulled
the Cheyenne Frontier Days Train each year
(Denver/Cheyenne excursion), led the procession from
Kansas City to Abilene for WW-II veterans in 1990,
helped Colorado celebrate its 100th birthday in 2010
and even helped with track inspection service from time
to time. She doesn’t sit idle. At the same time that
#4014 was being restored, #844 was getting boiler
repairs made in the 2015-2016 timeframe. The steam
shops in Cheyenne were really hummin’ then!
So UP had the great idea to bring #4014 and
#844 nose to nose in Ogden, Utah, a town that sprang
up to service their railroad, much like Wildwood,
Florida, right here. (Did you know they serviced steam
engines on the Seaboard Railroad here in Wildwood?)
The date (May 9th) was set to be one day before the
Spike-150 date. So Rich and Ellen got to see these two
“siblings” on the same track at Ogden’s Union Station.
Again there were crowds, and as part of the convention,
NRHS members were there with cameras and cell
phones snapping or buzzing away. All wished they could
get closer.

“Big Boy” #4014 faces “Living Legend” #844 in Ogden, Utah, May 9th, 2019.

Rich and Ellen spent some time at the Mormon
Church’s Family History (Genealogy) Center too. Did we
mention that’s another interest they have? Ellen was able to
extend her Scottish family tree by about 30%. Rich didn’t get any

further back in France than he did before, however. That’s called
a “Brick Wall” in genealogy speak. Records of your ancestors are
at that center too, believe it or not!

One of their city highlights was finding a
bar (The White Horse) that featured over 300
types of whiskeys! Ellen remembers counting
over 30 Ryes, over 40 Single-Malt Scotches, over
50 Bourbons and at least 6 different brands of
Absinthe (“The Green Fairy”). They use a ladder
to reach the 7 levels of the bar rack. “So many
kinds – so little time!”, Ellen sighs. And hey,
remember, this is Utah, where the word “booze”
can’t be spoken in public and they ID everyone,
and we mean everyone! They had great food
there too and on their second visit, the friendly
manager declared them “regulars” and bought
them an appetizer “on the house”.

One of the unfortunate things about SLC is the homeless population. Why a city, with clean wide
boulevards, friendly residents, free downtown transportation and a pretty low crime rate would have so
many people living on the streets is beyond belief. There are many signs discouraging panhandling and
it’s against the law to give money to someone else from your car. They even have special red parking
meters on street corners where you can put your loose change to a better use. Rich and Ellen soon found
out the reason one Sunday morning… While they walked east on South Temple Street to visit the
Cathedral of the Madeleine (Catholic Church), other residents walked west, toward them, going to the
Mormon Temple. One family of a husband, wife and two polite children were all dressed in their
Sunday best to attend their Mormon services. Rich and Ellen had stopped for a breather and watched the
gentleman suddenly stop and started to take off his shoes. Then he removed his socks, as well. Now
barefoot, Rich and Ellen were wondering what serious ailment his feet were having with those nice dress
shoes he was wearing. On the grass, between the sidewalk and the street, laying in the shade, was a
homeless man. The gentleman gave his socks to the needy old man, put his shoes back on, tied them up
and went to temple without wearing socks! Now you might guess why SLC might be a good place to be if
you’re homeless. Rich and Ellen both love SLC and the people. If you need new socks, they know where to
go! But we digress!

Getting back to #4014 and #844, they came from
the Cheyenne, Wyoming steam shops, some 400 miles
away. How did they get to Ogden? Under their own
power, of course! Both engines were hooked up together
and run “MU” (Multiple Unit Control). That means that
one engineer can run multiple engines in the same train.
Whether they are “double headed” (two at the point) or
even if there is one pushing from the rear (a “helper”),

they all are under the same control. So the “consist” they
used from Cheyenne was: #4014 in the lead, its black
Fuel Tender, then its yellow Water Tender, then #844,
then its black Fuel Tender, then its yellow Water Tender,
then a third engine (UP #8937 EMD type SD70 Diesel),
then 9 equipment and passenger cars (one being a dome
and the last, a special observation car).

#4014+Fuel+Water+#844+Fuel+Water+#8937+9-cars

So do the two steam engines really need help from
the diesel to pull 9 light-weight cars? No, there’s plenty of
pulling power even with one steam engine. The dieselelectric engine is in the mix to supply extra braking
power. It can help stop the very heavy train if there is an
emergency. Diesel-electrics are fantastic at reverse

energy conversion. Tesla does it with their electric cars.
Plus all the train cars have brakes, thanks to George
Westinghouse who invented the railroad air-brake
system. But, of the three engines, which one do you thing
has the least power? Are new diesels stronger than big
steam? Find out in the next issue of KOTR-PINS.

If you want to see “Big Boy” and the “Living
Legend” in action on the way to Ogden in May, we found
two pretty good drone videos on YouTube. Rich has loaded
them on our website. Just click on the URLs to see the
great movie clips.

order” there because they are replacing the
“sleepers” (ties). Also you’ll see dozens and dozens of
rail fans chasing the train in their automobiles. Look at
the traffic behind the train on Echo Canyon Rd., plus I80 on the right. Even helicopters fly overhead. The
police had their hands full.
http://kotraaca.org/movies/4014-844-a.html
On May 12th, after the festivities, they brought the
http://kotraaca.org/movies/4014-844-b.html train back to Cheyenne and had 12 passenger cars this
time. Where the others came from, is a slight mystery.
In the first video, the train stops at Point of
As true rail fans, Rich and Ellen were eager to ride
Rocks, Wyoming for some scheduled minor lubrication
behind a steam engine and in the second part of their
maintenance. Wonder if they use Pennzoil 10W-40?
vacation, we’ll bring you their further adventures of
In the second video, the train slows while passing a
Planes, Trains & Automobiles in Colorado. Stay
work train on the siding, making sure no pedestrians
tuned for Part 2, next KOTR-PINS.
pop out between the railcars. Or there may be a “slow

The rear window and seat has been reinstalled so it is
looking “mo better” every few days.
The continuing story of AVA, a 1963 Studebaker
Avanti, continues. Now in her eight month of rehabilitation
she is making discernable progress.
After the mess of the dash and instrument panel you
can see results. The wiring, for the most part has been settled. Keep in mind this is a fiberglass car so grounding is
rather difficult with all of the various gauges. Since this is a
very early version of the Avanti it is almost a “one off” car.
A new challenge arose when installing the vent windows
in the doors. It was discovered that the height of the left door
opening, sill to roofline, is 3/4 inch less than the right side. So
that the weather strip seal needs to be modified to allow closure of the door.
Through over 25 years of restoration work and reworking, it would be nice if there was such a thing as a
“logistics manual.” Shop manuals are a big help but they do
not talk about the logistics of assembly. They tell you to do a
certain procedure but never mention the fact that there are
three or four other procedures that need to be done first.
One such conflict arose between the dash and the carpeting.
The carpeting had to go in before the dash. For that matter it
appears that it was put in before the heater and all its’ equipment. And so it goes. One tiny step at a time. The challenges
in this car have been formidable. There is a light at the end
of the tunnel however, provided that it is grounded properly.
Leif Drexler has been vital to this project with his upholstery skills fitting the carpet and kick panels as well as
custom sewing work.

Here we have the new
seat belts in place
along with the refurbished side panels
and arm rests. In the
two pictures you can
see the many panels
of carpeting needed,
some of which a nailed
to the body as original.
Below the new
dash has finally been
installed. Getting all of
the wiring in place was
a major fete in itself
with all the console
connections in very
tight spaces.

Each month of June, KOTR has had the “honor” of
being the feature club at The Villages monthly cruise in.
Typically June is the rainiest month of the year. Fortunately June 15th was rain free in Spanish Springs for our
annual anniversary, our fourth, celebration show. This
year we featured Jersey Mike’s Subs and chips for our
membership to enjoy while talking with the spectators.
Part of the process for being the feature club is in
the set up prior to entering the town square. The feature
club is given a specific number of spaces for their cars,
we requested 25, were given 20. While summertime is a
period when many members are away from the area we
invite some friends to fill in our quota of what we
thought would be the 25. We had to ask some to enter the
square with the “common folk.”
It was unusual for
Rocky and the Rollers to be
playing for a cruise in, it
had been seven years. But
our ever intrepid Jimmy
Cipollone was able to coax
them to pose in Gordon
Platt’s 1972 Oldsmobile 442
for a few shots as you can
see to the right.
It was a hot night in
the old town that Saturday.

